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Abstract. 

This paper presents a novel scheme for speed regulation/tracking 
of Switched Reluctance (SR) motors based on Higher-Order Slid-
ing-Mode technique. In particular, a Second-Order Sliding-Mode 
Controller (SOSMC) based on Super Twisting algorithm is devel-
oped. Owing to the peculiar structural properties of SRM, torque 
produced by each motor phase is a function of phase current as 
well as rotor position. More importantly, unlike many other mo-
tors the polarity of the phase torque in SR motors is solely deter-
mined by the rotor position and is independent of the polarity of 
the applied voltage or phase current. The proposed controller 
takes advantage of this property and incorporates a commutation 
scheme which, at any time instant, selects only those motor phases 
for the computation of control law, which can contribute torque of 
the desired polarity at that instant. This feature helps in achieving 
the desired speed regulation/tracking objective in a power effi-
cient manner as control efforts are applied through selective 
phases and counterproductive phases are left un-energized. This 
approach also minimizes the power loss in the motor windings 
thus reducing the heat generation within the motor. In order to 
highlight the advantages of Higher-Order Sliding-Mode control-
lers, a classical First-Order Sliding-Mode controller (FOSMC) is 
also developed and applied to the same system. The comparison 
of the two schemes shows much reduced chattering in case of 
SOSMC. The performance of the proposed SOSMC controller for 
speed regulation is also compared with that of another sliding 
mode speed controller published in the literature.  
Keywords— SR motor, sliding mode control, higher order sliding 
mode control, commutation, speed regulation/tracking control 

1. Introduction 

Switched reluctance motors have received considerable 
attention among the researchers due to its simple construc-
tion, rugged mechanical structure, and low cost driver elec-
tronics.  Because of the absence of any windings on the 
rotor, SR motor is very suitable for operations at high speed 
and/or at high temperatures [2]. SR motor is doubly salient 
machine, i.e. both stator and rotor have salient poles on 
their laminations. Torque is developed in the motor when 

rotor poles align with the excited stator poles.  Due to this 
particular nature of torque production, the phase torque is 
independent of the polarity of phase current and depends 
only upon the relative position of the rotor poles with re-
spect to the excited phase poles. For this reason, low cost 
unipolar power converters are used to drive SR motors. 
This fact also leads to a very important feature peculiar to 
this motor, i.e. unlike most of the other types of electrical 
motors, not all the phases of SR motor can produce the 
torque of the same polarity at any given rotor position. For 
example, in a 3-phase SR motor, there are certain rotor po-
sitions where only one phase can contribute the torque of 
the desired polarity whereas the torques produced by the 
other two phases are of opposite polarity. Thus energizing 
all 3-phases would lead to reduction in the net motor torque 
because of the cancellation among the phase torques. 
 
SR motors are usually operated in magnetic saturation to 
increase its output torque. Magnetic saturation and me-
chanical saliencies in SR motors make phase torque a 
highly non-linear function of phase current and rotor posi-
tion. Due to advancements in control theory, many nonlin-
ear control techniques such as artificial neural network, 
feedback linearization, sliding mode, back stepping, fuzzy 
logic, etc. have been explored in the literature for the con-
trol of SR motors. Hajatipour and Farrokhi [3] developed 
an adaptive intelligent control based on Lyapunov func-
tions. The proposed technique consists of two components; 
the first one approximates the load-torque, error in the mo-
ment of inertia and the coefficient of friction, the second 
component drives the system output to track the desired 
value. The speed controller does not require exact motor 
parameters and is shown to be robust against disturbances 
and uncertainties. Neural network torque estimator is used 
as a second controller in the proposed technique for torque 
ripple reduction. In [4], artificial neural network technique 
was also adopted in designing the speed controller of SR 
motor for regulation problem. The performance of the pro-
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posed controller was shown better than fuzzy logic and 
fuzzy logic PI controllers.  
 
Sliding-Mode control has been gaining popularity in con-
trol application due to its simple structure, inherent ro-
bustness and capability to control nonlinear systems [5]. 
John and Eastham [6], and Forrai et al [7] have used slid-
ing-mode control for SR motor to control speed but their 
research did not account for magnetic saturation of the 
motor. Sahoo et al. [8] has applied sliding-mode technique 
for direct torque control of SR motor. Nihat Inanc and 
Veysel Ozbular [9] proposed sliding mode control to mi-
nimize torque ripples in SR motor. The proposed controller 
was then used for speed regulation problem and its perfor-
mance was compared with conventional PI and fuzzy con-
trollers. It was shown that the proposed controller works 
well for reduction of low frequency oscillations.  Dynamic 
sliding mode controller (DSMC) has also been developed 
for SR motors [10]. The performance of DSMC has been 
compared with the conventional sliding mode controller. 
Both these controllers were shown to be robust against pa-
rameter and load torque variations; DSMC, however, had 
the advantage of reduced chattering. Chiag et al. [11] has 
applied sliding-mode control on synchronous reluctance 
motor for speed regulation problem. Tahour et al. [12] used 
the same technique for SR motor and compared its perfor-
mance with conventional PI controller. It was shown that 
the proposed controller outperformed the conventional one. 
This performance was further improved in [13] by intro-
ducing fuzzy sliding mode control in order to remove chat-
tering. The proposed scheme provides good transient re-
sponse. Chen et al. [14] used the idea of Gaussian radial 
basis function neural network and developed sliding mode 
controller for synchronous reluctance motor. The proposed 
technique was based on Lyapunov approach and steepest 
descent rule. With this technique, the chattering problem 
can be reduced.  
 
The conventional sliding mode technique has a chattering 
problem that can be evaded by introducing higher order 
sliding mode (HOSM) control [15]. HOSM has been suc-
cessfully applied for various engineering problems (see 
[16]-[19]; for example). Rain et al. [20] developed and im-
plemented a novel current controller for SR motor using 
HOSM technique for position control problem. The pro-
posed algorithm shows good dynamic response in handling 
parametric uncertainties and external disturbance. A similar 
work was also reported in ([21]-[22]) for stepper motor. To 
compensate uncertainties and modeling inaccuracies, an 
integral term was also augmented in the proposed scheme 
that was shown to be robust against unknown disturbances 
and parametric variations. Rashed et al. [23] applied 
HOSM on induction motor to achieve chattering free and 
decoupled control over motor speed and flux by incorporat-

ing stator phase resistance, rotor speed and load torque es-
timators. To see the performance of HOSM controller 
clearly, a test was conducted in [1] with conventional slid-
ing mode and PI controller on SR motor at different system 
parameters and unknown disturbances. It was found that 
HOSM has outperformed the conventional controllers with 
respect to chattering reduction and robustness. 
  
Two sliding-mode controllers are developed here for speed 
control applications, which incorporate a commutation 
scheme for selectively energizing motor phases in order to 
achieve power efficiency. The proposed designs use less 
power as compared to the conventional schemes where all 
phases are energized. Comparison of power losses is car-
ried out with [24] and [8].  
 
The paper is organized as follows:  Section -2 represents 
the dynamic model of the system, Section-3 discusses 
HOSM technique, Section-4 describes the important steps 
in controller design for regulation and tracking speed prob-
lems and Section-5 introduces the commutation scheme 
used in the proposed designs. Simulation results are ad-
dressed in Section-6 and finally Section-7 concludes this 
paper. 

2. Mathematical model of the system 

Before describing the details of controller design, the elec-
tro-mechanical model of an SR motor is described in a 
form suitable for the purpose. Although the proposed con-
trollers can be developed for any SR motor with arbitrary 
number of phases (a four phase motor schematic is shown 
in Fig. 1), for clarity of presentation and subsequent simula-
tions we consider a specific 3-phase commercial SR motor 
whose parameters are listed in Table-1 and its dynamic 
model is given by the following set of equations (see [1], 
[24] for a detailed explanation and derivation of the model):  

                        (1) 

       (2) 

 

Fig. 1 Four-Phase SR motor with 8-Stator and 6-Rotor poles.  
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     1,2,3 
where  

  Rotor position 
  Angular velocity of rotor 

  Moment of inertia (rotor) 
  Total electromagnetic torque 
  Coefficient of friction 
  Load torque 

   Current in the jth phase 

  Flux linkages in jth phase 

   Voltages of jth phase.   

   Resistance to the jth phase 

3. Higher Order Sliding Mode (HOSM) 

The basic idea behind sliding-mode control is to define an 
observable function of the system states, also called switch-
ing surface, and then to design a controller in such a way 
that trajectories in the state space are directed towards the 
switching surface or the hyper plane. Once the system 
states reach the hyper plane, it slides along the surface to-
wards the equilibrium point. In this technique the system’s 
behavior remains robust to certain parameter variations and 
unknown disturbances [25]. 
 
The higher-order sliding-mode (HOSM) technique extends 
the basic idea of sliding-mode by incorporating higher or-
der derivatives of the sliding variable. The addition of 
higher-order derivatives leads to a reduction in the undesir-
able chattering issue inherent in the sliding-mode technique 
while keeping the same robustness and performance as that 
of traditional sliding mode [26].  HOSM technique attains 
this quality due to the knowledge of the higher-order deriv-
ative terms of sliding variable. For example, for an nth order 
SMC; , , …  should be known to make  0. To 
get the information about all these variables is a problem. 
However, this problem can be resolved with the help of 
super twisting algorithm. 
  
Super-Twisting algorithm has been used for chattering re-
duction with systems having relative degree one. This algo-
rithm does not demand any extra information about sliding 
variable and ensures that system trajectories twist around 
the origin in the phase portrait as shown in Fig. 2. This 
property makes it prominent to the other algorithms. 
Super twisting algorithm has been successfully applied and 
implemented on various engineering applications. Derafa et 
al. [27] used super twisting algorithm for altitude tracking 
of four rotors helicopter. The simulation results show that 

the proposed scheme performs well for stabilization, ro-
bustness and tracking, in addition of chattering reduction. 
In [28] super twisting algorithm was employed for fault 
detection and isolation problem of three tank system. It is 
verified through simulation results that the proposed algo-
rithm can significantly reduce the estimation error as well 
as chattering. In [29], the performance of super twisting 
algorithm was tested with other algorithm, so called twist-
ing algorithm on dc drive under uncertain parameters and 
load conditions. It was claimed that super twisting algo-
rithm, is best suited for real experiments subject to certain 
conditions. The super twisting algorithm based sliding 
mode observer was also investigated in [30] for sensorless 
speed control of permanent magnate synchronous motor. 
The simulation results show that the proposed scheme be-
haves well at low speed and is robust. The further detail of 
super twisting algorithm design is given in [1]. 

4. Controllers Design 

A speed controller is designed to minimize the speed 
error, i.e. 
                                                (4) 
where   is the desired speed. In this section, we de-
velop speed controllers based on sliding-mode technique. 
The starting point is to define a sliding surface, which in 
our case is taken to be 

       (5) 
An appropriate candidate for Lyapunov function is taken 

as  which would yield  on differentiation   

where 
        (6) 
    (7) 

   (8) 

In order to find conditions which would guarantee   
0, we begin by differentiating Eq. (2)  

      (9) 

 

Fig. 2 Evolution of Switching Surface during the super twist-
ing controller action; minimizing the error between reference 
signal and desired output signal. 
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 ∑
,

∑
,

  

(11) 

Substituting (3) into (11) leads to: 

 ∑
,

 
,

 
    

 –  
,

 ∑
,

 

      (12) 
Which can be written in the following form suitable for the 
design of our proposed controllers discussed in the follow-
ing sections: 

∑
,

 
,

 
   –  

,
 

∑
,

 

∑
,

  
,

 
        (13) 

Which can simply be written in a compact form as: 

  , , , , , ,                             (14) 

where u represents the input vector comprising of N phase 
voltages, N represents the number of phases which are be-
ing energized at a particular instant to produce net torque 
and will be determined through the commutation scheme 
described in the next section. The scalar function f and vec-
tor function g are defined as:  

  ∑
,

 
,

 
   –  

,
   

 ∑
,

   (15) 

and    ∑
,

 
,

 
    (16) 

For simplicity, the explicit dependence of u on time t and   
&   vectors on , , , ,  will be omitted in the follow-
ing sections. Now we consider the speed regulation and 
tracking problem one by one for the design of FOSMC.  

4.1 Case-1: Regulation Problem 

The objective of the regulation problem is to stabilize the 
motor speed at a desired constant value. i.e. 

 and 0. For proving that the pro-
posed control law guarantees the constant speed require-
ment, first consider the Lemma 1. 
 

Lemma 1: The following control law will stabilize the mo-
tor speed to its desired value when ∞. 

               (17) 

Proof: Substituting Eq. (14) in Eq. (8), the following ex-
pression is obtained. 

      (18) 
Now plugging in Eq. (17) in Eq. (18), we get 

     (19) 
Then      0   (20) 
As it is clear from Eq. (20) that  0 only when  0. 
This ensures that the control law as defined in Eq. (17) 
would guarantee that   when ∞ 

4.2 Case-2: Tracking Problem 

The aim of tracking problem is to follow the time varying 
reference signal minimizing the tracking error. To prove 
that the proposed control law will track the reference sig-
nal, consider the Lemma 2. 

Lemma 2: The following control law will ensure that the 
speed will follow a time varying reference signal as ∞. 

   

                                                                              21  
Proof:  Combining Eq. (8) and Eq. (14), the following is 
obtained. 

   (22) 
Substituting Eq. (21) in Eq. (22) yields 
         0   (23) 
From Eq. (23), it is obvious that, 0 would be zero only 
when     0. This ensures that the control law defined in 
Eq. (21) would guarantee that the motor speed follows the 
time-varying reference signal in the limit.  In both the 
above cases, it is shown that the Lyapunov function V is 
positive definite and its time derivative  is negative defi-
nite, hence decaying and therefore the control law u will 
guarantee that   as ∞.   
 
Now we proceed with the design of SOSMC based on su-
pertwisting algorithm as discussed in section-3. Finally, the 
control law after incorporating the super-twisting algorithm 
takes the following form for speed regulation case:  

  | | .      (24) 

              (25) 
and for speed tracking, it becomes  

 | | .

                   (26)  

     (27) 
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5. Commutation Scheme 

While applying Eq. (17), and Eq. (21) for FOSMC and Eq. 
(24), Eq. (25) and Eq. (26), Eq. (27) for SOSMC in order to 
compute the control laws at each instant, in terms of phase 
voltages, the elements of control vector u will be selected 
so as to engage only those phases which can contribute 
torque of the desired polarity. The selection of the appro-
priate motor phases at each instant depends upon the rotor 
position and the sign of the speed error at that instant. The 
commutation scheme which does this phase selection is 
now being explained and also shown in Fig. 3. 
 
Although the phase torque of SR motor is a complex non-
linear function of rotor position and phase current as ex-
plained earlier, for ease in explaining the commutation 
scheme we would refer to Fig. 3 which shows the phase 
torques of a 3-phase SR motor at a specific value of phase 
currents, ignoring the effects of magnetic saturation and 

spatial harmonics. The figure shows the variation of phase 
torques as a function of rotor position within one electrical 
cycle. The complete electrical cycle is divided into 12 dis-
tinct regions R1-R12 such that in each region, specific 
phase(s) can only produce positive torque whereas the re-
maining phase(s) can contribute only negative torque. For 
example, in region R1, positive torque is only produced via 
phase B, while phase C and phase A when energized pro-
vide only negative torques. Similarly in region R3, phases 
B and C provide positive torque while negative torque can 
only be produced by energizing phase A.  
 
Thus if the rotor position lies in R3 at a specific time in-
stant and positive torque is required to reduce the speed 
error, only phases B and C should be used to compute the 
control law using Eq. (24)-Eq. (27). This would lead to 
achieving the desired net torque using lower voltage levels 
and with reduced copper losses in the motor windings. Had 
we energized all the motor phases, not only that phase A 
would have generated counterproductive torque, other 
phases would had to produce higher than the required val-
ues of torques to cancel the opposing torque produced by 
phase A. This would have lead to applying higher phase 
voltages and an increase in copper losses too. On the other 
hand, if negative torque is required in this region to reduce 
the speed error, then only phase A should be energized. 
There is no need to energize phases B and C because they 
can only produce positive torques in this region, which 
would be counterproductive.  
 
A similar approach is adopted in all these regions, which 
suggests that for a 3-phase SR motor, only one or at the 
most two phases can produce the desired polarity torque at 
any instant depending upon the current rotor position. Thus 
a judicious choice of the phases to be used in computing the 
control law as in Eq. (17), Eq. (21) and Eq. (24)-(27) would 
result in saving net power leading to increased system effi-
ciency.   

6. Simulation Results and Discussion 

The effectiveness of the proposed controllers is evaluated 
by simulations carried out using MATLAB/SIMULINK 
software. The parameters of SR motor used for simulations 
are given as: 

No of phases=3,   No. of stator poles= 6, 
No. of rotor poles=8,  Rotor inertia (J) =0.1  .  
Phase Resistance =4.7 Ω  DC Voltage Supply =250 V 
Coefficient of friction (B) =0.1  .  

Fig. 3 Division of one electrical cycle into 12 distinct regions for 
commutation purposes. 
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Fig. 4 Driver circuit used for energizing motor phases. 
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A schematic of driver electronics used to drive the motor 
phases is shown in Fig. 4, which uses only one leg of the H-
bridge as our proposed controllers require only positive 
phase voltage. The FOSMC and SOSMC designed in Sec-
tion-4 along with the commutation scheme developed in 
Section-5 are applied for speed regulation as well as speed 
tracking problems.  
 
For comparison purposes, the sliding-mode controller of 
[10] is also implemented. Simulation results are presented 
in Fig 5 to Fig. 16. A number of advantageous features of 
FOSMC and SOSMC with the designed commutation 

scheme are elaborated and compared to the conventional 
control; the latter can also be seen in [10] and [23]. 
 

Fig 8: A Close-up View of Error plot of Speed Response for FOSMC 
and SOSMC to a step command. The reduced amount of error magni-
tude is clearly visible 

Fig 9: Speed Response and error plot of FOSMC and SOSMC to a step 
command for a reference speed of 20 rad/s. 
. 

Fig 10: A Close-up View of Response of both FOSMC and SOSMC to 
a step command in the starting and steady state regions.. The high 
magnitude of chattering signal of FOSMC is clearly noticeable. 
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Figure 5: Speed Response of FOSMC and SOSMC to a step command. 

 
Fig 6: A Close-up View of Response of both FOSMC and SOSMC to a 
step command. The high magnitude of chattering signal of FOSMC is 
clearly noticeable. 

 

Fig 7: Error plot of Speed Response of FOSMC and SOSMC to a step 
command 
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Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 compare the outputs of FOSM & SOSM 
controllers developed in this paper with that of another slid-
ing mode controller reported in [10] for the case when mo-
tor is commanded to move at 10 rad/s from rest. As it is 
clear, the commutation based controllers converge the mo-
tor speed more quickly to the desired value. Fig. 7 and Fig. 
8 show a performance test for FOSMC and SOSMC for a 
reference speed of 10 rad/s. It can be visualized that 
FOSMC shows higher magnitude of chattering than 
SOSMC. The same results are verified for a motor speed of 
20 rad/s in next simulation tests shown in Fig. 9 and Fig 10. 
 
A comparison of power loss in motor phases during opera-
tion is shown in Fig. 11. Power loss in conventional design 
is about 85 kW whereas even the FOSMC which suffers 
from the same level of chattering has much reduced power 
loss, i.e. only 19 KW.  
 
This power saving can be mainly attributed to the commu-
tation scheme employed in FOSMC. SOSMC with its re-
duced level of chattering reduces the power loss further to 
15 kW which confirms the effectiveness of the proposed 
design. Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 highlight the main reason be-
hind this power savings (area under the curve, which is less 
for SOSMC). 
 
Fig. 12 shows the three phase voltages during initial stage 
of steady state operation. It is well clear from these figures 
that in commutation based controllers; only one or two mo-
tor phases are selected for generation of control efforts at 
any given instant of time. The conventional design, on the 
other hand, energizes all the three phases simultaneously 
and applies bipolar voltages to motor phases. A closer fo-
cus on the time interval 0.44 - 0.45 sec is of particular in-
terest. It shows that even in those cases where apparently 
only two of the three phases are being energized by the 
conventional sliding-mode controller, the controller has 
selected wrong phases for the generation of control efforts. 
Despite that maximum voltages are being applied to the 
two phases resulting in large phase currents, the torques 
produced by the two phases are cancelling each other. This 
results in much reduced net motor torque as compared to 
the torques produced by each phase independently. This 
amounts to wastage of efforts and also results in increased 
power loss in motor windings.  
 
The commutation based FOSMC and SOSMC use only 
unipolar voltages with reduced voltage levels thus resulting 
in lower phase currents. As a result, proposed controllers 
(FOSMC and HOSMC) produce lesser individual torques 
of the same polarities which add up to give a higher net 
torque. The torques produced by three individual phases 
and net torque are shown in Fig. 14 which verify this. 
  

 
Figure 11: Power loss in Conventional Design is about 85 kW. Using 
FOSMC it is about 19 KW. Using SOSMC it even lowers to about 15 
kW. 

 
Figure 12: 3-phase voltages during initial stage of steady state re-
sponse. 

 
Figure 13: 3-phase currents during initial stage of steady state re-
sponse. 

 

Fig. 14 Torques during initial stage of steady state response. 
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Tracking performance of FOSMC and SOSMC can be re-
flected from Fig. 15 where sinusoidal signal is selected for 
comparison test. It can be seen that SOSMC is exhibiting 
less amount of chattering and smaller spikes than FOSMC. 
Another good performance of SOSMC can be shown from 
Fig. 16 when SR motor experiences a sudden change in 
external load driven by the motor. The external load varies 
from 0 to 1.5 Nm, 0 to 2 Nm and 0 to 2.5 Nm during the 
intervals t=3 to t=3.1 second, t=5 to t=5.1 second and t=7 to 
t=7.1 second respectively. It can be seen that despite a sud-
den change in external load, the SOSMC does not allow a 
bigger dip and keeps the motor closer to its desired speed. 
The results of these simulations clearly indicate that com-
mutation scheme based sliding-mode controllers developed 
in this paper show promising results. These results are good 
enough to establish the fidelity of both designs in tracking 
as well as regulation applications. A selection out of these 
two schemes would depend upon a number of factors, some 
of which are highlighted below:  
 

 The magnitude of error a designer can safely tolerate. 
 The effect of chattering on the actuator action. 
 The actuator safety while dealing with chattering in the 

actuation signal. 

 The natural frequency of actuator and the frequency 
and magnitude of chattering, etc.  
 

7. Conclusion 

First-order and Second-order sliding-mode controllers have 
been developed for speed (regulation/tracking) control of  
SR motors. Contrary to the conventional sliding-mode con-
trollers developed for SR motors , the proposed controllers 
use a designed commutation scheme which uses only those 
motor phases for the computation of control law, at any 
given instant, which can produce torque of the desired po-
larity. Second-order sliding-mode controller (SOSMC) is 
shown to be more effective in terms of accuracy and re-
duced amount of chattering than First-order sliding-mode 
controller (FOSMC). Both the controllers are shown to be 
power efficient and also result in reduced power loss in 
motor windings leading to reduced heat generation.   
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